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EDITORIAL
“There is a crowd ahead,” I said, “at the public boards.”
“They seem angry,” he said.
(Magicians of Gor)
A warm welcome to the pages of the 76th volume of the NEW VOICE OF GOR !
The amount of newpapers and message boards on Gor is increasing. Rumors say that
The Soaring Herlit and the city of Lara are working on their own papers too.
In this issue you'll find over a long chapter about the decline of the false "Southern Trade
Alliance" which was a front company of the Vosk league, and also why there are two
different "Southern Trade Alliances" on Gor at the moment.
The knowledge section is about locks and lockpicking.
(OOC) FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION
Is the NEW VOICE OF GOR OOC or IC?
This new paper is available IN CHARACTER at message boards in several cities. But it
has OOC parts and IC parts which can be identified although many people mix both. We
try to keep the two separate.
The NEW VOICE OF GOR can be true or false, propaganda or journalism like on earth.
There is no freedom of the press on Gor. Why let the truth get in the way of a good story?!
"Goreans were not always fooled by posts on boards.
Those who control the public boards, it is said, control the city.
But I was not sure of this.
Goreans are not stupid.
It is difficult to fool them more than once. They tend to remember."
(Magicians of Gor)
The NEW VOICE OF GOR is looking for correspondents all over Gor.
[OOC] The NEW VOICE OF GOR is now availble in the Gor Hub and in Kassau and
Victoria too. (See below "About the NEW VOICE OF GOR").
In a world of words, the quill is more powerful than the sword.
Rarius Yuroki
Coin Merchant in Olni
Editor of the NEW VOICE OF GOR
______________________________________________

##

ALL OVER GOR

WHITE WINDS
The White Caste is now entering a more active phase of recruiting. We have placed
signboards at the Gorean Resource Centre and at the Gorean welcome Centre and will
later be adding signs at the Hub and other places of high traffic.
Effectively, with regards to roleplay we have, at the moment.... TWO Initiates.
This is unacceptable.
Gor has hundreds of warriors, scribes, physicians thousands of slaves and so on and
TWO ACTIVE White Caste?!
For those of you who ARE Initiates, reading this article... if you are asking "Why was I not
counted?" Well..... Where WERE you?
We will be training new Initiates and attempting to revive RP now that the fall and winter
are here. Over and over people have come to us and said "Wow! I haven't seen an Initiate
before!" or "We need an Initiate but there is no-one around."
Some of you are Initiates, but don't come in world much. Some of you have an Initiate alt
that you never "run" any more.
The result is.... NO Initiates around in SL Gor.
Recently there was a fascinating Priest-King roleplay that happened in Tabor. I found out
about it after the fact. Where were the Initiates? We are the highest most influential caste
in all of Gor! We SPEAK for the Priest-Kings and interpret their will... where were we?
Here is the Temple information and landmark. I want to hear from you in the coming days.
Adilokos
(Ugurusu Resident)
Assistant to
the High Initiate of Arcadia
Devin Brune

PORT OF VICTORIA LEFT THE FALSE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE OF THE VOSK
LEAGUE!
Tal Members of the STA,
With much thought and consideration, I am quilling this scroll to let all know, that the Port
of Victoria will no long be a member of the STA.
Victoria as a trade Port will continue to trade with Ports and Cities as it always has in the
past and is the headquarters to the Vock League.

I wish all well and the best with trade for the future.
Administrator of Victoria: Asher Laurent.

THE HISTORY OF THE TWO SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCES OF GOR
[October 2011 - October 2012]
CHAPTER I:
THE BEGINNING
CHAPTER II: THE WAR TURIA - LANDA
CHAPTER III: THE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE - WHAT YOU SHOULD BUT YOU
DONT' KNOW
CHAPTER IV: LANDA DECLARES WAR AGAINST ALL CITIES OF THE SOUTHERN
TRADE ALLIANCE
CHAPTER V: THE GREAT BATTLE OF LANDA
CHAPTER VI: FOUNDATION OF A NEW AND TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE
CHAPTER VII: THE DECLINE OF THE FALSE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE
CHAPTER I: THE BEGINNING
There was only one Southern Trade Alliance in the past. This alliance had been created by
the Port of Meqara at the Vosk river. Fina and Turia dominated this alliance because
Meqara is only a small port. The City of Landa had been invited to join the STA in the year
10161 contasta Ar.
After a while Turia declared war against Landa for no specific reason in the eight month of
the same year. [November 2011]
[16:54:25] Rayah Wrexan (rayah.marenwolf): What would be the demands to end this war
before it starts?
[16:54:48] Sherman Easterwood [Praetor of Landa]: "I resolved nothing, I spoke to you
and you refused to resolve it. Said I should speak directly to the man who threatened."
[16:55:03] Darius Vayandar [Ubar of Turia]: What will end this war, is Yuroki being arrested
and brought to Turian courts to stand trial for his actions.
CHAPTER II: THE WAR TURIA - LANDA
Second Day of the Eighth Passage Hand in the year of the Priest Kings.
We, the City of Turia, hereby issue a Declaration of WAR against the Port City of Landa.
This is in direct reference in regards to attacks on one of Turia's allies, the City of Rarn,
thus directly disrupting the trade route between that of Turia and its ally.
This is a full Declaration of War from the City of Turia to the City of Landa.
Regards,
Administrator of the City of Turia,
Signature: Darius Vayandar

Letter of Rarius Yuroki, Ubar of Landa, to the council members of Landa:
Turia was always hostile to me and Landa without a reason. They attacked us without a
reason. We did not react to avoid a war. But now it is enough. We will make Turia a suburb
of Landa and call it Troy.
Rarius Yuroki
Ubar of Landa

Turia attacked the strong walls of Landa several times but they failed. Landa hired mercs
from the Voltai mountains and got some warriors and even the Ubar of Turia in chains.
[12:29 PM] Aron Zahm running his free hand over the man's back of the head and he
grasps the man's hair with a sudden move. He then draws his hand back along with the
man's head without a delay between moves. His hand, which was holding dagger takes it's
position in front of the man's throat and he slit's the man's throat with a sudden pressure
and drawing move with sharp dagger
[12:29 PM] GM 4.1 shouts: Bounty Silversmith [of Turia] has been killed by aron zahm
Turia did not expect to lose the War but they did. Then Port Meqara which was allie of
Landa betrayed us and started to fight against us as well.
Lady Dez, the head scribe of Landa, wrote a letter about this betrayal and the Southern
Trade Alliance:
CHAPTER III: THE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE - WHAT YOU SHOULD BUT YOU
DONT' KNOW
There comes a time when one feels one must speak up, and this time has come for me.
Let me tell you what has made me so upset. So upset that I took the time to pull a scroll
and started to write my reasons why I feel this way.
The STA. Yes I am angry about the STA.. The STA was an idea by an egotistical and
egocentric maniac who has turned out to be a dictator and terrorist all in one.
It was believed that the STA. Which called itself the Southern Trade Alliance, would be
here to protect the trade ways between the cities, since the north was threatening the
south.. It was not in any way to tell us how to live who to be allied with and what our rules
or laws can be. How that group has turned into such a dictorship, I don't know. Where they
get off shouting orders to other cities who they can be allied with and who not, I don't
know.. And I have had enough of it.
The trouble started when we asked the STA to help us with obtaining copper from a Rarn
and nothing was done.. Rarn would not respond to our wishes to trade.. it seems they
were deaf to any requests to Landa. So Landa reacted and instead of the STA helping ,
considering it is a trade alliance, it expelled Landa from that group by night, with only 3 or
4 cities awake. They pushed it through before anyone else could intervene. Anyone else
who would dare stand in the way of them would be crushed or kicked out as well.

Landa was humiliated, accused, urinated on and so forth.. but that's not all.. so let me tell
you what happened, if you have not heard it already.
The City of Atria came to Landa and we welcomed them with open arms. We formed an
alliance and all was well. Until one day the STA decided that this was not going to happen
and they laid
fires in Atria with a warning that if they do not dissolve the Alliance, that they would be
burned to the ground.
Unfortunately the leaders of Atria caved and the Alliance was severed.. That's too bad
because, even though I am a FW, that really upset me and I would have not stood for the
terrorist demands. On the contrary, I would have amassed as many of my friends and
protected the city ..stood up for what is right and demand an apology for daring to tell us
who we can or can not be allied with. Well, too bad. It was heartbreaking to see our
friends turn on us.
I have also heard that we have been accused or not fighting fairly or not being honorable
and all sorts of things.. So let me tell you this:
Landa Is a proud and strong City.. We are honorable and loyal people and we will defend
ourselves as we see fit and no one.. and I mean absolutely no one can tell us otherwise.
We will never be ordered around by the egomaniac or by the wimps of the STA. WE will, if
we have to, stand on our own and do as we have have always done. Live honorable and
do what is right, protect our people and our friends. We will not pay homage to the STA !
So, having written what I have carried around in my heart for so long, I now feel better..
thank you for reading my article and have a pleasant day..*smiles
~Lady Dez
Landa could not be defeated. Fina was member of the Southern Trade alliance and voted
Landa out, and Tafa and Meqara did this as well.
Landa made several proposals to try and end the war, but they declined everything.
[14:56] Yuroki Uriza shouts: Landa was here Fina! This is the last warning! LEAVE THE
SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE!
Landa attacked Fina several times between the 12th month of the year 10161 and the
month of En'kara of the year 10162 and defeated them, but did not take captives.

CHAPTER IV: LANDA DECLARES WAR AGAINST ALL CITIES OF THE SOUTHERN
TRADE ALLIANCE
Then the high council of Landa made a decision:
Declaration of War against Fina, Sulport, Midas, Port of Meqara, Turia and Thentis

The High Council of Landa declares that a state of war exists between the Cites Of The
STA and the Government and the people of Landa Continent are making provisions to
prosecute the same. Whereas the Cities Of The STA has committed unprovoked acts of
war against the Government and the people of Landa Continent. Therefore be it Resolved
by the High Council of Landa assembled. That the state of war between Landa Continent
and the Cities Of The STA which has thus been thrust upon Landa Continent is hereby
formally declared. The newly appointed Ubar is hereby authorized to employ the entire
naval and military forces of Landa Continent and the resources of Landa Continent to carry
on war against the Cities Of The STA. To bring the conflict to a successful termination. All
of the resources of Landa Continent are hereby pledged by the High Council.
Approved and signed by High Council of Landa on 1st Day, First Hand of Month of Hesius,
Year of Ar 10169
Yuroki Uriza, Ubar of Landa
Targa Runner, Commander of Landa
Sherman Easterwood, Praedor of Landa
Lady Dezire Sciarri, Head Scribe of Landa
Lady Judy Beck, Head Physician of Landa

CHAPTER V: THE GREAT BATTLE OF LANDA
written by lady Dez
Second day of the first hand of the month of Hesius
As I was sorting through the scrolls which threatened to crash my desk, I heard the alarm
ring. I stopped and walked to the balcony to see what was happening.. Dark clouds
hovered over the dock and upon closer inspections I saw as warriors arrived from not only
one but several cities.. I remember seeing Meqara, Thentis, Fina, and Sulport. I squinted
my eyes and I believe I saw midas as well, but I could be mistaken.
It did not look at all like a friendly visit, and I feared our Warriors would be badly
outnumbered.
I saw grapples being thrown over the walls and the enemies tried to breech the wall. For
an ahn Landa’s Warriors were able to keep the enemy out of the city, but eventually the
wall was breeched and they got inside. Some of Landa’s fierce fighters left the wall and
engaged in hand to hand combat.
I watched in horror as the fighting continued. I knew our men are strong and fierce fighters,
but I worried that they might not be able to withstand so many and hold them at bay.
The battled continued for two ahns, but contrary to my fears, Landa stood strong. Many
attackers lay bound in the streets of Landa. I stood and watched as it drew to an end. In a
show of good faith Landa released it’s prisoners and allowed them to return to their city.
Everyone was proud of the way the men defended Landa. After the fighting was over the
Free Women ran into the street yelling with joy, as they celebrated the men’s successful
defense of Landa.
[8 defenders, 18 attackers, 2hrs fighting]

Inscription of the Obelisk of Landa:
THEY HAD NO RIGHT TO WIN. YET THEY DID, AND IN DOING SO THEY CHANGED
THE COURSE OF A WAR…EVEN AGAINST THE GREATEST OF ODDS, THERE IS
SOMETHING IN THE GOREAN SPIRIT – A MAGIC BLEND OF SKILL, FAITH AND
VALOR – THAT CAN LIFT MEN FROM CERTAIN DEFEAT TO INCREDIBLE VICTORY.
DEDICATED TO THE WARRIORS OF LANDA
WHO DEFEATED THE ALLIED ARMIES OF FINA, SULPORT, TURIA, MIDAS, MEQARA
AND THENTIS
SECOND DAY OF THE FIRST HAND OF THE MONTH OF HESIUS 10161

CHAPTER VI: FOUNDATION OF A NEW AND TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE
On the month of Camerius of the year 10162 contasta Ar [June 2012] a fairly large number
of cities, oasis and villages came together in Landa and established a new trade alliance
of Southern Gor.
Citizens of A NEW AND TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE Join together to form a
Magna Carta:
The Citizens of the TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE, in league. to form a more
perfect coalition and to establish Justice, to ensure domestic tranquility, to provide for trade
with safe passage, to promote the general well-being and to secure the Blessings of the
Priest Kings to ourselves and our posterity and to prescribe and validate this:
We proclaim to work together towards trade support. To unify the south against invaders
seen from any entity especially from the North and the Vosk region (as the false Southern
Trade Alliance from Meqara is just a front organization of the Vosk League) that disrupts
our mutual trade investments within our Ports, Cities and Oasis, for peace and prosperity
and the protection of our trade routes.
We the under signed with the seal of our city hereby proclaim:
(In this document the term city refers to City, Oasis, Town, Village or Encampment)
1. The cities will work together towards beneficial trade between member states.
2. An option for military support against cities not within the Southern Trade Alliance of
Gor ( Each attack will be decided by member states ).
3. No member city will belong to the Vosk League or Southern Trade Alliance .
4. The Alliance will endeavor to keep the peace and allow trade to flourish.
5. All member states will act at all times within the codes of the castes of each city.
6. Any dispute between cities will be settled in the court of the city which the dispute arose
.
7. Any dispute involving a group of cities will be settled in a neutral city with three Legal
Scribes making the final decision if the cities cannot agree.
8. Each state will be responsible for their own coin and accept the coin of other cities.
Each state will set their own exchange rate.

CHAPTER VII: THE DECLINE OF THE FALSE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE
The false Southern Trade Alliance of Port Meqara and Fina was only a front company to
intrude the south of Gor and to support Turia which was a marionette of Fina all the time.
The founder of the Vosk League STA is dead [left Gor]. A scout reported that even Fina left
the Southern Trade Alliance. There is nothing left except a lonely sign at the walls of Port
Meqara, Tafa and Sulport and Port Cos.
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## GOREAN CITIES
_______________________
PORT OF OLNI
WARRIORS CELEBRATE FESAT HELD IN THEIR HONOR
By Yummi
Slave of Olni
The Port of Olni recently held a Warriors’ Feast, a series of events intended to honor
warriors from cities allied to Olni. The events included an obstacle course, a Men of Steel
fight and dinner.
The obstacle course, said to be one of the toughest in Gor, required men to weave through
poles, cross a narrow board, jump a wall, cross over poles and more. Contestants were
divided into heats of three men, and those who missed components of the course had
seconds added to their time as an overall penalty.
Out of all the warriors who competed, the winner of the obstacle course was Slime Beck of
Olni with a final time of seven minutes and 58 seconds. Second place went to Bare Wolf,
also of Olni, with a time of nine minutes and 29 seconds. Cetan Stoneshield, of Turia, took
third place with a time of 10 minutes and 38 seconds.
The next event was the Men of Steel melee fight. Warriors took their places on the sands
of the arena, arranged around the wall as they waited for the fight to begin. The rules
stated that, once a contestant was downed three times, he was out of the running for the
title of “Man of Steel.”
The fight was riveting, but in the end, it came down to Kerok Himura, Regent of Rorus, and
LDarkSideBHC Resident ofSulport. Finally, the man of Rorus went down for the third time,
and LDarkSideBHC Resident was declared the winner.
After the fight, dinner was served, and the menu included roasted tarsk with suls and
peppers, roast tubuk, carrots with garlic, celane melon on katch leaves, black bread with
honey and chocolate cherry torte, all prepared by the slaves of Olni.
While those present were served and ate, a selection of beautiful slaves took their places
on the block. The winners of the events were then able to select girls to keep as their own
for the next 24-hours. The men immediately made good use of the girls by commanding
them to dance on the tables set up for the feast.
An informal serve contest was also held, and the winner of that was Talender Rose
((devidivadelicious)). As a prize, she received a [L$500] gift card to Shack.
A good time was obviously had by all, though the festivities were cut short when a runner
came asking for help; it seems that the Regent of Rorus and a Free Woman were taken
during a raid. Warriors then mustered to go off to battle, proving why an event to honor

such brave men was needed in the first place.

THE SLAVE’S CORNER
TESTOSTERONE FEST IN PORT OLNI
By Teal Razor ~Slave of Siri Emerald Jr Captain of the City of Port Olni
Well, what a time on Saturday past. Warriors from the Allies of Port Olni and the Olni
warriors were involved in a competition of stamina and swordsmanship. The prize, for two
lucky warriors, was 24 hours with the slave of their choosing from among the lovely kajira
of Olni. Despite grumblings about skinned knees and broken fingernails, the men did quite
well.
There were two winners from the warriors, Master Slime and Master Darkside. The feast
afterward was certainly a feast for the eyes. The foods were served by some of the slaves
who came along with their masters and by Olni slaves. Seems like everyone was served
and some even became inebriated......
Despite the plethora of Free Women present, ribald talk was heard up and down the
tables. These games should certainly be repeated and all of Olni’s allies should beat a
path to these events to partake in the festivities afterward, (strong drink, strong talk, and
nubile young women).

SLAVE SPARS WITH WARRIOR ~ BEATS HIS ASS~ BEST OF 27 TRIES
(Names changed to protect the pride of the Warrior)
By Teal Razor ~ Slave of Siri Emerald Jr Captain of the City of Port Olni
A warrior in the town of Port Olni needed a sparring dummy..The little slave volunteered to
have her ass whipped although the tables were quickly turned to her utter astonishment.
[13:39] GM 4.2: An Olni Warrior Has Captured Little Female Slave!
[13:41] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
[13:42] GM 4.2 shouts: An Olni Warrior Has Captured Little Female Slave!
[13:42] GM 4.2 shouts: An Olni Warrior Has Captured Little Female Slave!
[13:42] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
[13:43] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
[13:43] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
[13:43] GM 4.2 shouts: An Olni Warrior Has Captured Little Female Slave!
[13:44] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
[13:44] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
[13:45] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
[13:46] GM 4.2 shouts: An Olni Warrior Has Captured Little Female Slave!
[13:46] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
[13:48] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
[13:48] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
[13:48] GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!

[13:48]
[13:49]
[13:49]
[13:50]
[13:50]
[13:51]
[13:53]
[13:54]
[13:55]
[13:55]
[13:58]

GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
GM 4.2 shouts: An Olni Warrior Has Captured Little Female Slave!
GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!
GM 4.2 shouts: Little Female Slave Has Captured An Olni Warrior!

RUNAWAY RETURNED, HUH?
By Teal Razor ~ Slave of Siri Emerald Jr Captain of the City of Port Olni
A few days ago the Port Olni jail was the residence for a slave who ran away and then was
captured by Master Bare Wolf. Her homestone came and collected her, similar to the
pickups made by garbage collections in some cities. She was returned to Olni and
submitted to the warrior in question. Although smelling not unlike the aforementioned
“garbage”, she took a nice hot bath and now has the aroma of a fragrant bouquet of roses.
A good time was had by all…

NOSEY BLANCA LISTENS
by Blanca, slave of House of Yuroki (HoY)
Nosey blanca listens to the thrall and the kajira ... arguing as they do.....
the kajira was on her very way to the crops but really couldn't resist making a minor detour
as she noticed the thrall "Ah tal to you" she grinned, leaning on the fence to the tarsk not
realizing it was the tarsks "Where you been hiding?"
the thrall crosses his arms smirking at the girl, waiting for her to lean harder on the fence
till it breaks under her weight. He is well pleased to know that the work is all but safe.
"Where I have been hiding... Well... You haven't heard that I had to keep the bosks in the
valley ?"
the kajira waved a hand to him dismissively before she leaned up from the fence, shifting
to lean her behind towards it as she crossed her arms too "I haven't heard a thing other
then that you're in for some trouble" her grinned widened "The Master of Masters have
even been looking for you" she lied.
the thrall raises his eyebrows and goes pale. "The Master of Masters... looking for me ?"
He swallows and tries not to show his concern. "Have you heard what... he wanted me
for?"
the kajira nodded, feigns a serious expression "Oh yes, the Master searched all over the

lands. Whatever He wants it must be very very important" she continued nodding. The
wood behind her creaking but it didn't seem to catch her attention at all. She was far to
busy watching the thrall go all nervous
the thrall approaches the kajira and grabs her thighs, trying to change of strategy. He
smiles and caresses her hair gently. "You know you're especially beautiful today"
the kajira watching as he approached her, touching her thighs and hair, her nose wrinkled
"I ain't to be bred yet so you can spare the charm -thrall-" she snarls, pushing at him to get
him away and in the same time adding more weight on the fence that, with the thrall's poor
work, of course broke behind her, sending her toppling backwards into the tarsk pen
the thrall looks at her puzzled for a few seconds as she lands in the mud among the tarks,
then bursts into laughters. "Ahahah, you're right, slave. Stay with your fellows. Is the mud
of the tarkspen your new perfume ? I'm sure your Master will appreciate it ! Ahahah... Oh,
and one last thing. I won't do that work twice : you have broken it, you'll repair it that time.
Now, if you will excuse me, I have things to do ! Ahahahah"
the kajira was laying on her back, trying to figure out what in the priest Kings name had
just happened, mud in her hair and a curious tarsk sniffing at it, blinking before she darted
up on her feet again, not even caring the thrall was laughing at her she spurted to hide
behind him, mud and all "Wah! Kill it. Kill it!" she tries pushing him towards the tarsk so he
could kill it
the thrall shrugs and takes his stick using it to strike the harmless animal, to force it back
inside the paddocks. "Come on babe, the beast is not going to eat you, it's just trying to
give you a kiss, ahah ! You must be at its taste !" Saying that, he leans forward and
straightens the fence up to prevent the animals to get out, securing it quickly with a bit of
rope.
the kajira started now to pat down herself as the thrall was fencing the tarsk once more,
looking down at her now muddy self she growls low and the thrall laughing at her. Mocking
her fear for the tarsk did not make things better. Grumbling she used both her hands in an
attempt to shove him, if he wouldn't fall over the fence he'd hopefully break his temporary
construction and stumble through it.
the thrall as he's making a knot to secure the paddock, he feels a pressure on his back
and at his turn falls the head first in the mud of the pen. As the tarsks approach to sniffle
him, he clenches his fist at the girl and curses her. "May the priest king have you pay for
that, shabby slut ! Look at what you have done !"
the kajira blinked as the thrall fell over, head first into the muddy pen, a moment of dead
silence she stared at him before she bursted out laughing, almost folding herself double,
chipping for air "Now.. now you got something to b.. " she continued giggling madly "...To
breed with." Trying to regain her composure she took a deep breath, watching as the thrall
waved his fist at her from down the mud "I did you a favor thrall, found you a female your
own rank." she grinned as she started to back away slowly
the thrall gets up and pushes furiously the animals in order to pass, then jumps above the
fence ready to strangle the girl. He comes back to reason as she is stepping away,
wiggling her butt in a provocative way, and wipes his furs and hair covered with mud while
he whispers some insults behind her back, loud enough so she can hear "... filthy bitch !"

the kajira froze as she could overhear the hissing from the thrall, turning back slowly with
a dark glare at him "What... did... you.. say?" she asked in a low growl, even though she
heard it perfectly fine, or well, the last part. Balling her fist she is about to go back and give
him a slap in the face but stops, deciding to not get to close and instead spits on the
ground before him "The tarsk smells better then you" she comments before turning again
to walk away from him
the thrall smiles as she is leaving away. A bitch certainly, but a proud one, and he is forced
to admit that he has some admiration and weakness for that kind of girl. Anyway,
everything comes in time to whom has enough patience, he will have his revenge. For the
moment, he goes to the barn in order to find a bucket to clean his muddy face and hands.
the kajira cursed the thrall while she walked, even though she had a blast watching him fall
into the pen, it had been the highlight of her day. Yet she grumbled, going about with her
tasks for she did -not- want to meet her Master before she had had a chance to clean
herself up. Turning back from a distance she waved her fist at him again just because.

OLNI GAZETTE
Latest Issue No. 42
Editor: Janette Inglewood
No new issue at the moment.
________________________
# FOREST PORT / WOODHAVEN
FOREST PORT CHRONICLE
Editor: She Kai (bourbon arcana) Ubara of Woodhaven
Latest Issue vol. 3, No. 8
________________________
# CITY OF AR
Dance Contest - City of Ar (Oct 21, 2012)
Dance Notice:
There will be a small Gorean dance contest in the city on October 21st, 2012 starting at
1pm SLT. All kajirae of the city are invited to compete and join in the fun.
Please contact us for any questions:
momo @ xoxomomo
Claire of Ar @ maryclaire.davidov
Surayyah Constantine

Prize:
1st - 300L
2nd - 100L
3rd - 100L
**Allied cities (friends) are allowed to join and compete.
________________________
# TREVE AND MINUS
THE TREVIAN TRIBUNE
Latest edition: july 2012. Editor: Payton999 Robonaught
http://www.cityoftreve.com/
No new issue at the moment.
________________________
# TURIA
THE TURIAN GAZETTE
7th edition
September 26, 2012
Sophia Farella, Editor-in-Chief
No new issue at the moment.
________________________
# Vonda
THE STAR OF VONDA
THE LIGHT OF TRUTH FOR ITS CITY
A publication of Vonda's Caste of Scribes
Editor: IsabellaGreen Resident
Latest issue: No. 03, 10/04/2012
No new issue at the moment.
________________________
ARCADIAN MESSENGER
Latest issue No. 4, October 2012
Editor: Nephtides Resident
No new issue at the moment.
________________________

#

RORUS

THE RORUS CHRONICLE™
latest issue 62nd edition September 2012
New Editor-in-Chief: Pamela Faerye
No new issue at the moment.
________________________
#

PORT MEQARA POINT

MEQARA GAZETTE
latest issue No. 4, October 2012 NEW
Editor: Helena Sophia Wrexan (donatelle.rossini)
No new issue at the moment.
________________________
#

PORT COS

MERCHANT OF GOR TOURNAMENT
[October, 20th (Saturday) noon S L T]
City of Port Cos
(Vosk River City of Port Cos)
The City of Port Cos invites all players to the next Merchant of Gor Tournament. The
boards will be set up in front of the arena at the city.
We are certain that you will enjoy the games and perhaps you win the prize money:
[1st: 1.500 L

2nd: 1.000 L

3rd 500 L]

Donations to increase the prize money are always welcome.
There will be 3 or 5 rounds...depending on turn out :)
Winner will be the person with the highest gold at the end of the 3rd or 5th round.
Contestants will progress on the tournament board, till only 2 are left!
[Sign-ups: 11:30 am to noon.. Please don´t be late.
Please bring your boards too we will need some to set up for the tournament.
Any question please send a message to Lilith Lindley.
THE PORT COS CHRONICLE
Thirtieth Edition, v. 1, Issue 1
Editor: storm, slave to Mercy Riiser
No new issue at the moment.

______________________________________________
#

TEMOS

Fellow Temosians,
I know that by now you are all used to me writing huge blocks of text that tire you just by
looking at them. I won't do that this time, and if this turns out to be larger than I expected,
forgive me, its probably the last time I'll be addressing you all in such a manner.
With Temos gone, I feel I have to say some words. Firstly, I want to express GRATITUDE. I
want to thank each and everyone of you who have contributed in Temos being what it was.
Temos may have now died, but it died an honorable death. The RP taking place in Temos
was amongst the best in all of SL Gor. OOC was almost non existent. Well there were
times that there was some of that too, but hey, which sim can actually manage to have
NONE of that? We are proud to had as close to none as it can get.
So THANK YOU. Thank you for being in Temos. Thank you for keeping the flame alight.
Thank you for loving the sim as I had. Thank you ALL for the FUN you offered me.
Because it was A PLEASURE roleplaying with you all. It was a pleasure being around you
all and it was a pleasure interacting with you all.
Temos is now gone, the build has been dismantled. That breaks my heart and I'm sure it
breaks your hearts too. What you need to keep in mind though is that Temos was NOT
JUST a build. It was not just the city and the scenery, as much as I was in love with that Temos was not just that.
Temos was ALL OF US. Temos was the community we formed together, Temos was the
fun we had each day, the friendships we made, the IC incidents that had happened and
amused us, the strong emotions that every now and then kept emerging since Temos was
a place full of skillful roleplayers, and it is my honor to have played amongst you all.
So don't let Temos die in your hearts too, I beg you do not let that happen. Cherish the
friendships you made, don't forget each other, and hey, don't forget about me either, I will
miss you all, perhaps more every passing day.
Remember, we come to Second Life and spend hours here, for one purpose. To HAVE
FUN. But, in the process of doing that, we make friends, we build storylines, we fall in love
with scenarios and stories, we get emotional and attached to characters, we connect. It's
hard to disconnect, but thats part of the beauty of everything. If there weren't shreds of
sadness in our Second Life too, then we would not be able to experience happiness and
fun in it as much as we can now.
So my sincere wish to you, is to HAVE FUN. Go out there all over Gor, and show them
what kind of roleplayers did Temos have. But most importantly, ENJOY.
Enjoy and be well, always. I love you all.
Achilles

INTERVIEW WITH OS, A FORMER WARRIOR FROM TEMOS
Q: Sir Os, a few days ago the city of Temos was destroyed by an unprecedented flood.
You were a citizen and Scarlet of this grand city. Can you tell me how you feel at the
moment?
A: How do I feel about the loss of my home. Well I’m deeply shocked as is everyone else,
who called Temos his home. At least the disaster did not cause any casualties, because
we were able to evacuate all citizens and property, when we realized that the flood
warnings, which we had received from different sources, substantiated. We also evacuated
four prisoners who awaited their trials. From their point of view the flood must have been a
blessing since it probably saved their arses. But I'm sure they'll get in conflict with the law
again soon, wherever they go.
Q: It is good that there have been no casualties amongst the Temonian citizens, including
the prisoners, due to the swift evacuation. What about the Homestone of Temos Sir? I
would assume that the most precious object of the city was taken care of too.
A: We removed a lot of stuff from Temos. The Warrior Hall was empty which looked weird,
and the same applied to all other official and private buildings. Well and the Homestone of
Temos, I’m sure it was taken to a safe place where it will ke kept until the city might rise
again from its ruins.
Q: What are your plans for the future, Os?
A: I'm homeless which means that I will wander Gor for a while to find a new home. I will
not rush since this is the second time in my short life that I lost my home due to a
catastrophe. My first homestone Atria suffered Temos' fate earlier this year. Perhaps a
mountainous region would be a safer place for me to live in the future. We shall see.
Q: Os, what are you missing most at the moment when you think of Temos?
A: I miss being there guarding and protecting my homestone and those sharing it against
our enemies.
Q: Who were the enemies of Temos?
A: During the six moons that I lived in Temos we had plenty of enemies. Woodhaven,
Hochburg, Rovere, Eteocles, the City of Ti, Thentis and a few others. When news reached
us that the North gathered their hordes to march southwards, we made peace with most of
them. Not that we suddenly became friends but it was in our mutual interest to thwart the
North's evil plans, which one city couldn't do alone. We knew that they planned to disrupt
our trade routes and steal our gold and Free Women. Fortunately our information system
worked so well that we always knew what they planned. This may be one reason why they
never really attacked, though I would have loved to fill our cells with them.
Q: Tell me about this information system. I assume you were using spies on them, didn't
you?
A: I don't think it would be wise if I went into further detail. Although Temos doesn't exist
anymore, I still feel committed to protecting my former fellow citizens and all those who

supported our mission, some of them risk their lives every day in order to save us from
bein overrun by the Northern hordes.
Q: Last question Os, can you tell me three characteristics of a Gorean warrior that matter
to you most.
A: Abidance by the codes, loyalty to the homestone and caste respect.
______________________________________________
# ISLES OF LANDA
[OOC] The southern city of Landa and Landa II are currently empty and in need of an
Administrator who is willing to put the work into it that it takes to keep it open.
I have not been in charge of running the sim and I have no interest in doing so.
The Admin will have full estate rights.
If you are interested, please send me an IM, it will reach me per email.
Lady Dez (Dezire Sciarri)
______________________________________________
#

Oase der vier Palmen (german)

Suedlandbotenmaedchen
Editor: Thor Tracer
Last issue No.4
http://oase4palmen.de/zeitung/files/2010_4_Suedlandbote.pdf
______________________________________________
##

TRADE

#

SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE

News from the True Southern Trade Alliance of Gor
A confidential meeting of the members of the true Southern Trade Alliance took place in a
secret place, protected by three hired members of the Black Caste. The STA had chosen a
neutral city because they expected a delegation of Port Victoria, the headquarters of the
Vosk league.
The meeting decided the following points about Associates of the Southern Trade Alliance:
- those Associates do not have the right to vote new members in our members out
- those Associates do not have the right to vote about military options or issues
- those Associates do not have the right to vote, if the STa wants to change the Magna
Charta.
- the coins and goods of these Associates will be accepted by the members of the STA

- merchants of these Associates will be safe inside the cities or Oases of the STA
members.
The assemply voted unanimously to expel the STA member Oasis of Klima.
All other topics are confidential.
TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE MEMBERS
The City of Landa
The Kasbah of the Guard of the Dunes
The Oasis of the Two Scimitars
Oasis of Nine Wells
Oasis of the Sand Sleen
City of Kasra
Jazirat al Khusuf - House Rogerian
Unkunga regions
Katoteros
Mandara - Oase der Diamanten
City of Ichrak
City OF Suri
City of Tor
ASSOCIATE MEMBERS:
City of Victoria

# HOUSE OF YUROKI COMPANIES (HOY)
SEEKING MERCENARIES, AGENTS AND MERCHANTS
The House of HoY is looking to recruit Mercenaries. They will be used to escort Hoy
caravans throughout Gor and protect the bank in the city of Olni.
Renumeration is by the 4 Hands ranging from 1 silver to 1 gold depending on the work
required .
Merchants are also required to further the interests of the house of hoy renumeration is
negotiable.
Agents in other cities are also required .
[Quotes]
Whereas members of the caste of slavers are slavers, not all slavers are members of the
caste of slavers. For example, I am not of the slavers, but in Port Kar I am known as Bosk,
and he known as many things, among them pirate and slaver. Too, both Marcus and
myself were of the warriors, the scarlet caste, and as such were not above taking slaves.
Such is not only permitted in the codes, but encouraged by them. "The slave is a joy and a
convenience to the warrior."
(Magicians of Gor pg, 315)

CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES HOY BANK IN OLNI
The base unit of exchange rates are the coins of the city of Ar.
The gold tarn disk of Ar is considered to be the standard by which other cities, such as KoRo-Ba and Port Kar. set the value of their own coinage. It is worth, generally, 10 silver
tarsks, but standardization is slight due to the shaving or splitting of the coin as well as
faulty scales that contribute to the debasing of the coinage. (pg. 155, Rogue of Gor)
_______________________________________________
##

ADVERTISEMENT

OLNI PHYSICIANS ACADEMY
Statement
Olni's Green Caste Academy has been put in place to aid and to facilitate learning. It is
not mean't to be a substitute for personal mentoring, rather to aid learning alongside being
mentored.
Application is free to all who wish to learn, the only thing I require is permission from your
Mentor to attend.
Our goal is to bring the apprentice through all aspects of learning, giving opportunity where
necessary or appropriate to even treat or to watch a demonstration.
Our Mentors include:
Lady Yesica Glas (Head of the Olni Green Caste Academy)
Lady Rhiannon Kanya (Lecturer in the Olni Green Caste Academy)
Lady Carrie Belgar. (Guest Lecturer in the Green Caste Academy)
Lady Yesica Glas
Head Teacher in the Olni Green Caste Academy.

GOREAN LEGAL ACADEMY (SSOG)
To the Blue Caste~with love!
The slave’s words are to be fitly spoken, and edify those with whom she speaks.
Do you find yourself longing to serve members of the Blue Caste, but you lack the specific
training and certifications needed to do so with finesse and confidence? Do you see the
title "Scribal Slave" from time to time, and wonder just precisely what ARE those curious
little beasts? Well . . .

If you possess:
- a love of learning with an eye for detail
- a diligent, industrious servant's spirit
- a sensual, passionate, generous heart
- an absolute AFFINITY for the beautiful Caste of Blue!!
... then, by all means, it would be my honor to help guide you towards fulfilling the dream
of becoming a Scribal slave.
Then again, just perhaps . . . you are a kajira, better trained than many Free in the ways of
the Scribe or its subcastes (alts happen!), but you wish to role play a slave? Have you
wondered how to find a Master or Mistress who would be overjoyed to find such a highly
specialized girl or boy?
OR
Are you a member of the Blue Caste, desperately seeking a well-trained slave Scribe, but
have come very near abandoning all hope? "Where ARE they!" you throw up your hands
in exasperation.
Look no further! Your search is over. Slave Scribes of Gor was created to enhance role
play for all "shades" of the Blue Caste, from Magistrate to Librarian, Record Keeper to
Scholar.
Our goal is to gather into one place exceptionally well-trained and specialized Scribal
slaves. We also offer direction and guidance for those wishing to become so.
Up-to-date records are maintained on each girl (or boy!), and they will be available on
request to those needing information on a particular member. Each slave is encouraged
to acquire a multiplicity of certifications in various aspects of the Blue Caste, as well as
being highly skilled in kajirae serves of various kinds.
Contact BethanyKajira (aka "bethy") for more information, or to become a member of this
elite group of highly specialized kajirae.
With love to ALL SHADES OF BLUE,
~bethy (BethanyKajira)
Property of Lady Janette Inglewood,
High Magistrate of Olni and the Gorean Legal Academy

LEGAL COURSES
Magistrate & Advocate Courses
Lady Janette Inglewood
- GLA offers two main legal courses.
There is no charge and courses are open to both free and slaves.

1) GOREAN MAGISTRATE COURSE
- eight, one hour classes and two pieces of written work. We cover issues such as the
laws, sentencing, IC/OOC, court procedures, jurisdiction and day to day tasks. It is a
friendly discursive style class.
- graduation certificates for both your profile and for display
- graduates receive a Magistrate's Wand of Office
- next course will begin early December for 8 weeks
classes each Monday at:
1pm OR 5pm SLT
2) GOREAN ADVOCATE COURSE
- eight, one hour classes.
It is based around RP trials. We focus on the law, courtroom procedure and tactics as we
role-play a series of case studies.
Two further cases are covered as written work.
- graduation certificates for both your profile and for display
- graduates receive a Law School Advocates Ring
- next course will begin early December for 8 weeks
classes each Tuesday at:
1pm OR 5pm SLT
- To enrol in the Magistrate and/or Advocate course, please contact me, Janette Inglewood
or my girl Krista (krista1k)
- info regarding GLA self study basic scribe course
Janette Inglewood
Olni High Magistrate
Head of School, Gorean Legal Academy

3. SCRIBE DIPLOMA COURSE
self-study (version 3, 2012)
Lady Janette Inglewood
- The Scribe Diploma Course is a self study course requiring written answers and essays.
Each assignment is submitted to the tutor for marking. This course can be done at the
learner's own pace.
- Topics covered include: Caste, sub-Castes, Caste codes, first and second knowledge,

language and the role of the Scribe. The course has been run for a long time now, with
many excellent Scribes having completed it and it is also applicable for Scribe slaves.
- There is no charge for this course and graduation certificates for both your profile and for
display, as well as special commemorative jewellery, are awarded upon successful
completion.
- To commence this course, please contact me, Janette Inglewood or my girl Krista
(krista1k).

LADY JJ'S ART GALLERY
Welcome to my Art gallery. I have many sketches on view of people who you may
recognise so please feel free to drop in any time you wish to look round. I am adding new
ones all the time so keep visiting. For Olni residents I charge just ten coppers for a sketch
of a single person. so why not have one done of yourself, your loved one or your slave. Or
even all three as they make wonderful gifts. My gallery is in the square besides the bank
building in Olni so please come along.
Lady JJ

HOY BANK OF OLNI
The House of Yuroki Bank is a privately owned company in the Port of Olni in Saleria,
licensed by the city. It employs its own bankers, merchants and guards, all of the highest
quality.
Specialising in coin production, it is pleased to offer this service to any cities wishing to
issue their own coinage. For this it could mint their coins.
It is also interested in opening branches in other cities, working under license from them. It
would wish to acquire premises in them to operate from, and would prefer to employ native
citizens in the first instance as their staff
Any bank would be able to issue all citizens a starting wallet of coins.
The bank makes records of all transactions, the head merchant and the magistrate would
get a copy each and every month.
If the city wished to pay citizens a wage or claim taxes it would not be the decision ot the
bank, but the bank would cooperate.
The blue caste, the green caste and the metal workers would need make a price list for
their services
Hoy staff:
Hoy Owner: Rarius Yuroki, coin merchant in Olni
Accountant: Bee (Wendie Lemon)

_______________________________________________
## ROLEPLAY

A CLUMSY SLAVE IN VONDA
(Excerpt)
[05:49] Yuroki Uriza: raises his right hand with the palm facing inward inward to the
shoulder, greets in gorean fashion: tal!
(...)
[05:51] Yuroki Uriza: these veils.. he murmurs something smiling, well i did not recognize
you...turns his head at the slave..bring me some kal-da
[05:51] Fancy Arun turns her gaze to the kind Mistress she adored so much as she says "
Greetings MIstress, i hope your day is pleasing so far" she greets and turns he rhead back
to the Master in white
[05:52] Fancy Arun cocks her head with or without garnish Master?" she asks
[05:52] Yuroki Uriza: no garnish slave, but use the proper spices, some more perhaps, i
like it spicy because we southern people like to burn our tongue, chuckles
[05:54] Fancy Arun bows her head respectfully, she rises to her feet and walks to the
kitchen, she keeps her head lowered a bit even when she walks
[05:55] Fancy Arun approache sthe kitchen she takes a bowl and cleans it with a cloth
quickly, she takes box with the mix of spices and adds them to the bowl, she take sbota
with kal-da and uncorks it with her teeth as she sniffs the aroma, she grins and pours it to
the bowl.. almoust to the rim,tha she takes a spoon and mixes everything together and as
sh etake sthe bowl into her small hands and
[05:56] Fancy Arun walks back to the man as the evil carpet plays a trick on her again, her
feet goes under a gap of the floor and she falls down on her belly as the bowl falls on the
white shirt of the visitor ...
[05:59] Yuroki Uriza: he grabs the hair of the slave and throws her backwards roughly...
narrowes his eyes, his voice turns in an angry tone: well, your sluts need to learn how to
serve...and now I see some liquid here, strokes his tunic murmuring
[05:59] Atau Tigerfish stepped out on the deck, larg handsrubbing my bald head., I smild
seeing coin, I lovedcoins..I raised an open palm to the rarius and grunte a "Tal strange,
I'mAtau, keep of the tavern, a heilsa to El nd smile for the prostrating ra.. .
[06:00] Fancy Arun gets up to her knees she take sthe bowl from the grond as she blinks

and murmurs " not again" feeling the hand of the man tosses her away as she says quickly
" i beg your forgiveness Master, its that evil carpet " she says as she moves closer " pelase
give me your tunic i will clean it for you Master ":
[06:01] Sahira Shieldmaiden gasps seeing hte man covered in the Kalda now she blinks a
couple of times and looks at Rajaa. she holds her hand in front of her mouth not to chuckle
as this was serious. she then looks back at the man.
[06:02] Yuroki Uriza: greetings Atao, I am the banker of Olni, was looking for some
business here, perhaps fixing a currency exchange rate....detaches the cloak, you did not
hit my tunic but the cloak...clean this, i expect this cloak to be white again when i will leave
[06:03] Jensen Reikaz: He nods to the tavernkeep then his voice booms to rajaa "Get a
cloth, beast! Get this mess cleaned up, harta!"
[06:03] Fancy Arun turns her head to the Vonda Warrior as she heard the "rrrrr" like only
he was calling her, her face turned deep purple as she take sthe cloak from his hands and
disupears in kitchen quickly
(...)
[06:04] Fancy Arun takes another bowl and puts some spices inside, she take sthe bota
again and pours the kal-da as she swirls it with a spoon, she takes a bowl and puts the
cloak to clean it in a bit, she take sthe bowl and returns to the man side watchingcarefully
not to fall down again as she kneels by his side and spreads her tights a bit ... extending
her hands ofering the bowl .. " i hope it will calm your nerves Master" she says softly
[06:05] Yuroki Uriza: wrinkles his nose: which spices did you use slave? I expect you put
some urt tails in it too? smirks
[06:06] Fancy Arun cocks her head " i used a mix of spices from a tavern box Master, i
dont know what is inside to be honest " she answered honsetly not really knowing from
what were the spices made
[06:08] Yuroki Uriza: turns his head at the slave: who is your owner , clumsy slut?
[06:09] Atau Tigerfish noted the posture and nay so calm demeanor of Killian, this I did
note and having known him for so many days, I was waking up quickly ..I watched ra
return... and strode into the kitchen to fetch meself a warm roll , the thought of a bank,
most intriguing..the last I'd heard of such was in fina...and it was a lively affair...I sat down
heavily at the table and ate...taking the small pot of black wine with me..sipping from the
metal rim and clearing my mind of the nights paga and mead...I glanced about for zion or
one of my girls to show me what we made in the night of fitful sleep I'd had... I watched the
deck with some curiousity and listened...seemingly more concerned with my bread and
wine.. truth told, my mind was blank and I stared into the abyss
(...)
[06:12] Fancy Arun cocks her head as the man asks the question "I am a city slave " she
answers him as she adds "Master"
[06:13] Yuroki Uriza: puts the coin back on the table and crossses his arms smirking again:
so it is not possible to get a Kal-da in vonda? casts the slave a sharp look....perhaps i
should offer your owner to buy you,,you are in need of some education..

[06:15] Fancy Arun narrows her eyes ready to stick some rude words into her mouth but
she bite son her tounge hard as she cocks her head answering him " you would have to
put yourself to wait while the other who wishes to own me give their prize Master" she says
with the most polite tone she could force herself to speak with as she adds " and still you
wont afford to buy me Master" she answers him proudly as she asks" may i please be
excused to clean your cloak Master?"
[06:18] Yuroki Uriza: (...)...turns his head: you are dismissed to clean my cloak, the next
time i need to carry my own bottles with me if i would be thirsty in Vonda
[06:19] Atau Tigerfish lifted my head as I hear the steps of a girl..I smile, "ali...Odin , it has
been a while girl..you've returned to ..." and I stopped before smiling like a big dumb torvie,
"returned to me eh?"! I said, puffing up some and admiring my sa tarna roll,
[06:19] Fancy Arun says only " yes Master" as she rises to her feet and walks to the
kitchen to take his cloak
[06:21] Fancy Arun takes the white cloak she covered with kal-da and puts it on herself as
the idea of cleaning it in the water of fountain came to her mind .. with the cloak on her
back she looks at the Tavern Keeper as she peeks outside the kitchen noticing the man
busy with buisness, she runs out the kitchen and runs to the fountain to clean the wine
from the fabrick
[06:24] Fancy Arun runs around with wet cloak as the best thing to make it dry is the air,
she keeps it on herself as she runs around the tavern few times, each time running by the
tearoom and through it as quickly as her legs allows her
[06:26] Fancy Arun returns to the guests side finaly as she kneels and take sof the dry
cloak as she grins at the man offering it " your cloak Master, clean and dry" she says with
a grin as she looks at the Vonda Master with sorry look but her icy blue sparkling eyes
[06:26] Yuroki Uriza: turns his head at the slave besides him: so this is a slave who knows
how to prepare kal-da? did you finally find one which is not clumsy? he makes a vague
gesture (...)
[06:28] Fancy Arun cocks her head as she knew how to preper kalda, and she knew it is
served hot, or room temp, but the man didnt mention the temperature so she brought it the
way it was, asked about spices cose if he wont chosoe it spicy she would preper it with
juice like it shall be, she shakes her head instead and looks at the Vonda Guard wishing to
be by his boot now
[06:28] Yuroki Uriza: grabs the cloak quickly and examines it murmuring something about
clusdy slaves and using a slave goad the next time,, welll it seems to be white again,, he
binds the cloak around his shoulders shivering because it is still wet a little bit and he is not
used the cold
[06:30] Fancy Arun offers the Warrior one of those charming smiles her lips were curling
into sometimes as she lowers her gaze to the pillows and grins than to herself
[06:37] Fancy Arun cocks her head listening to the insisting man who came from nowhere
and was asking about Vonda coins, she shaked her head and released a soft sight as she

asked, " may i be excused from your services Master, please?"
[06:39] Yuroki Uriza: which service? he turns his head at the slave..did you bring my my
kal-da? i would be surprised, i did not expect that
[06:39] Fancy Arun cocks her head " shall i bring it again?" she asks " right away Master"
she says as she rises to her feet and goes to the kitchen
[06:41] Fancy Arun takes bota with kalda and clean ketle she pours kalda inside and puts it
on big fire to make sure it will be totaly hot, she takes few larma juice and pours some to
the bowl than she checks on kalda, when she notices its almoust boiling she pours it
carefully not to burn herself as she take sthe wooden bowl happy it wont hurt as she caries
it, she returns to that Masters side and offers him the drink " i hope you will burn your
tounge on that drink Master"
[06:42] Fancy Arun blinks as she corrects herself " i hope you wont burn your tounge on
the drink Master, ofocurse " she says with wide smile
[06:43] Fancy Arun listens to the Vonda warriors words as she looks at the bowl with hot
wine and places it on the table as she turns to the Master of Vonda and crawls to his feet
cudling her cheek to his tight as she looks up with innocent eyes... (...)

PILGRIMAGE
The pilgrimage is a thrilling idea for role playing in Second Life Gor, it is the role play
background itself and is a way for pilgrims to explore the amazing and wild world of Gor
more or less in safety.
Pilgrims to the Sardar mountains have to endure endless journeys, have to travel through
dangerous regions and visit a lot of cities, villages and camps.
The pilgrimage is not only an idea for the pilgrims, it also enriches the entire world of SL
Gor.
Go !!! join the adventure, contact: Luqara Darkwatch
_______________________________________________
## ONLINISM OF THE WEEK
“Greetings, Master”, I said, and knelt on the paved street, my thighs wide in the position of
the pleasure slave.
The slave kneeling to his left spoke. “No hun, you don’t kneel like that, okay sweetie?
Here, let me show you. Do you need training?”
(Know-it-all of Gor, page 39)
_______________________________________________
##

ABOUT THE NEW VOICE OF GOR

The Landa Times is to become the NEW VOICE OF GOR.

The reasons for this are the former VOICE OF GOR Is one of the oldest publications of
second life Gor. Many Goreans have come to know it and its editor Verona Lorgsval.
Verona does not longer publish the Voice of Gor which was based in the city of Olni. Her
mission statement for the paper was:
"The Voice of Gor is a cross sim Gorean wide newspaper. It is designed to promote and
increase Cross Sim Roleplay and communication. The Voice of Gor strives to ensure that
all parties are contacted ahead of time; however, occasionally a city will object to what was
written. Any city is free to write a rebuttal or send in their own news."
That same note will be used and the same conditions apply . This is especially important
at the present time. By the book sims are closing and opening every day the voice of Gor
will be just that a voice where people can contribute articles, and ideas how Gor can be
improved for the people who play a role within the cities.
THE NEW VOICE OF GOR is available:
for members of the group Cartographers and Explorers of Gor (about 1600 members)
for members of the group BTB Goreans (about 600 members)
for members of the group Alliance of Valkyrie Panthers (about 1100 members)
in the Gor Hub (near the map there)
in the Port of Olni (in front of the HoY bank)
at Port Meqara Point (inside the city)
in Port of Victoria on Vosk (docks)
in the City of Kassau (skybox)
in Tharnock (skybox)
If you want to have a dispenser of the NEW VOICE OF GOR (6 prims, not transfer) on
your sim, please contact Yuroki Uriza
The NEW VOICE OF GOR http://www.gorean-forums.com/

